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Pick n Mix session for use on Group Zoom calls

Introduction
This is a Pick n Mix session for your online group Zoom. You don’t have to do all the elements
suggested, these are simply ideas to make your Zoom fun around the topic of “honesty in a
world of filters”. Activities tend to last a little bit longer than in real time, so we think it would be
hard to get through all of these. Let us know what has worked well and what didn’t - we’d really
find your feedback helpful.

Hidden objects
Introduce this week’s theme by hiding an unusual item in your background on the call (and
maybe ask other leaders to do the same) then invite the group to guess what the strange object
is. Talk with the group about how we sometimes have things which we hide from others,
because we don’t want them to see some parts of our lives. Are there things which we are not
always honest about, because we’re worried what others will think?

Two truths and a lie
Give everyone a minute to think of two ‘truths’ about themselves, and one lie - try to think of
things which others in the group may not already know.
The game is to share these one by one and guess which is the lie in each person’s trio. It’s a
great way to learn things about each other.

Worst/funniest/filter photo
Challenge your young people to find and show everyone the worst, funniest or interesting filter
photo they have of themselves and share how the picture came about. Be mindful though that
some young people will share their “worst” photo in which they won’t like themselves, but look
beautiful. This would be an opportunity to challenge them and say that the photo would better
fit the category of best picture (or you could make up another encouraging category).

Emotion game
Most people have played charades, but we are introducing you to emotion charades. For this
game you need to privately message or write an emotion for each member before the call.
During the game members take it in turns to show the emotion on their face. The group then
guesses what it is. Some ideas for emotions are happy, tired, angry, excited, scared, sad and
bored.
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Life behind the filters?
Instagrammers promote a certain type of ‘look’ and lifestyle. Here is a video which shows what
it’s like behind social media posts:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zsxSMdFC20E
Please watch this video before use to check it is appropriate for your youth group.

High/low/awkward/prayer
There are lots of videos & content online for young people, but one thing we miss from groups
is interaction. Mute all microphones apart from the person speaking, and give each person 2
mins to share their High, Low, Awkward Moment & Prayer request for the week. This gives the
young people ‘permission’ to share celebrations and concerns with the group.

Discovery Bible study/Swedish Bible study
Look at Proverbs 27:5-6. Here are two possible methods you can use. Both are really simple
and once you’ve done it a couple times you could even get one of your young people to lead
the Bible study!

For the Discovery Bible Study (DBS) you follow the same pattern of questions after having read
it in a couple of different versions:
■ What does this story tell me about God?
■ What does this story tell me about people (or myself)?
■ If this is what God says about my life, what will I do about it?
■ Who am I going to tell?

The Swedish Methods uses the following questions:
■ What part in the passage or word stands out to you/grabs your attention?
■ Is there anything that’s difficult to understand? Or do you have any questions?
■ How can you apply this to your life?

By looking at Proverbs 27:5-6, we’re trying to emphasize how important it is to be surrounded
by friends that you can be yourself with and who don’t just see a filtered version of you; friends
who you allow to speak into your life, who are honest about the good and the bad things. This
is an encouragement for young people and leaders to be honest in their relationships with
God. God wants our real us, our raw us and the good news is, his love for us doesn’t change!

Questions to discuss:
1. Have you, or do you know of anyone who has ever tried to construct or create a perfect

social media post? If yes, what did you/they do?
2. Are most of your friends using filters when they post things?
3. Why do you think people find it hard to be honest?
4. What would it take for you to let someone else speak honestly into your life?

Going deeper - what is your mask?
This is a great 5 minute video looking at how wearing a mask impacts the life of a young person
in school. As you watch it, notice at 02:31 minutes how one young person even has several
layers to fit in with different social groups.
Continued overleaf…
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Continued…
Watch it here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ikGVWEvUzNM

Ask your young people (if they struggle to answer, maybe exchanging “you” for “your friends”
might help):
■ Where do you feel like you have to wear a mask? At church, at youth groups, at school?
■ What are the masks you are wearing (is it makeup, a certain behaviour, trying to like a sport)?
■ Where do you feel like you can truly be yourself?
■ What would it look like for you to take your mask off in the situations mentioned earlier?

You might want to end with this quote from Brennan Manning:
“Define yourself radically as one beloved by God. This is the true self.

Every other identity is illusion.”

Lastly, remind your young people of the starter (Tuesday) and challenge (Thursday) videos
which can be found on the Urban Saints Facebook page each week and relate to our
theme.


